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Meet Nutrablend Foods 

Nutrablend Foods is one of the largest custom manufacturers of specialized health nutrition powder products in North 

America, powered by an experienced team with a passion to help customers hustle and thrive.  

With over 20 years working with some of the top Sports Nutrition brands around the world, our experience supports 

our customers to formulate great-tasting products that meet or exceed consumer expectations. Our 108,000 ft2 

manufacturing facility is located in Lancaster, NY and provides our customers with confidence in our ability to meet 
delivery requirements and scale up volumes as their brands succeed. 

All of this is made possible by our people. 
 

Why Join the Team at Nutrablend Foods? 

Our employees represent the best of what we do and their passion, dedication and commitment are the building 

blocks of our success. When you join the Nutrablend Foods team, you become part of our family. We offer a 

comprehensive group benefits program including medical, dental, vision, life, 401k and so much more. 
 

Position Summary 
 

 The Inbound Logistics Coordinator is responsible for accurate and timely coordination of inbound purchase orders, 

systematic receiving and final destination transfers while balancing internal operations schedules. 
 

Responsibilities 


 Coordinate the receipt of all inbound shipments of raw goods and transfers into the warehouse, including all 

documentation, system updates and internal and external communication  

 Reconcile inbound shipments to PO’s  

 Facilitate carrier operations and delivery appointments  

 Maintain shipment histories and document files  

 Oversee supplier compliance (Pre-notice of shipments, On-time delivery, Proper packaging and labeling)  

 Work with suppliers to resolve overage/shortage & damage issues and file freight claims  

 Update management on inbound freight metrics and on KPI  
 

 

Qualifications 
  

 High school diploma or GED required  

 SAP experience a plus  

 2-3 years logistics experience  

 Strong record keeping skills  

 Familiar with MS Excel and Outlook  

 Ability to multitask, respond to rapid change, organize, prioritize and meet deadlines with minimal supervision  
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Ready to Join the Team? 

Please send your resume to jobs@nutrablendfoods.com with a cover letter telling us why you’re a great fit for the HR 

team at Nutrablend Foods. We look forward to hearing from you! 
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